Sleep stage classification constitutes an important preliminary exam in the diagnosis of sleep disorders. It is traditionally performed by a sleep expert who assigns to each 30 s of the signal of a sleep stage, based on the visual inspection of signals such as electroencephalograms (EEGs), electrooculograms (EOGs), electrocardiograms, and electromyograms (EMGs). We introduce here the first deep learning approach for sleep stage classification that learns end-to-end without computing spectrograms or extracting handcrafted features, that exploits all multivariate and multimodal polysomnography (PSG) signals (EEG, EMG, and EOG), and that can exploit the temporal context of each 30-s window of data. For each modality, the first layer learns linear spatial filters that exploit the array of sensors to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, and the last layer feeds the learnt representation to a softmax classifier. Our model is compared to alternative automatic approaches based on convolutional networks or decisions trees. Results obtained on 61 publicly available PSG records with up to 20 EEG channels demonstrate that our network architecture yields the state-of-the-art performance. Our study reveals a number of insights on the spatiotemporal distribution of the signal of interest: a good tradeoff for optimal classification performance measured with balanced accuracy is to use 6 EEG with 2 EOG (left and right) and 3 EMG chin channels. Also exploiting 1 min of data before and after each data segment offers the strongest improvement when a limited number of channels are available. As sleep experts, our system exploits the multivariate and multimodal nature of PSG signals in order to deliver the state-of-the-art classification performance with a small computational cost.
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The use of automatic sleep scoring methods or at least an automatic assistance has been investigated for several years and has driven much interest. From a statistical machine learning perspective, the problem is an imbalanced multi-class prediction problem. State-of-the-art automatic approaches can be classified into two categories depending on whether the features used for classification are extracted using expert knowledge or if they are learnt from the raw signals. Methods of the first category rely on a priori knowledge about the signals and events that enables to design hand-crafted features (see [7] for a very extensive list of references). Methods in the second category consist in learning appropriate feature representations from transformed data [5] , [8] - [10] or directly from raw data with convolutional neural networks [11] - [13] . Recently, another method was proposed to perform sleep stage classification onto radio waves signals, with an adversarial deep neural network [14] .
One of the main statistical learning challenges is the imbalanced nature of the classification task which has important practical implications for this application. Typically sleep stages such as N1 are rare compared to N2 stages. When learning a predictive algorithm with very imbalanced classes, what classically happens is that the resulting system tends to never predict the rarest classes. One way to address this issue is to reweight the model loss function so that the cost of making an error on a rare sample is larger [15] . With an online training approach as used with neural networks, one way to achieve this is to employ balanced sampling, i.e. to feed the network with batches of data which contain as many data points from each class [4] , [5] , [9] - [13] . This indeed prevents the predictive models to be biased towards the most frequent stages. Yet, such a strategy raises the question of the choice of the evaluation metric used. The standard Accuracy metric (Acc.) considers that any prediction mistake has the same cost. Imagine that N2 would represent 90 % of the data, predicting always N2 would lead to a 90 % accuracy, which is obviously bad. A natural way to better evaluate a model in the presence of imbalanced classes is to use the Balanced Accuracy (B. Acc.) metric. With this metric the cost of a mistake on a sample of type N2 is inversely proportional to the fraction of samples of type N2 in the data. By doing so, every sleep stage has the same impact on the final figure of merit [16] .
Another statistical learning challenge concerns the way transition rules are handled. Indeed, as the transition rules may impact the final decision of a scorer, a predictive model might take them into account in order to increase its performance. Doing so is possible by feeding the final classifier with the features from the neighboring time segments [4] , [5] , [9] - [13] . This is referred to as temporal sleep stage classification.
A number of public sleep datasets contain PSG records with several EEG channels, and additional modalities such as EOG or EMG channels [17] . Although these modalities are used by human experts for sleep scoring, seldom are they considered by automatic systems [16] . Focusing only on the EEG modality, it is natural to think that the multivariate nature of EEG data does carry precious information. This can be exploited at least to cope with electrode removal or bad channels, and thus improve the robustness of the prediction algorithm. However, this can also be exploited as a leverage to improve the predictive capacities of the algorithm. Indeed, the EEG community has designed a number of methods to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an effect of interest from a full array of sensors. Among these methods are so called linear spatial filters and include classical techniques such as PCA/ICA [18] , Common Spatial Patterns for BCI applications [19] or beamforming methods for source localization [20] . Less classically and more recently various deep learning approaches have been proposed to learn from EEG data [21] - [24] and some of these contributions use a first layer that boils down to a spatial filter [25] - [30] . Note that using a deep neural network to learn a feature representation and classify sleep stages on data coming from multiple sensors has been recently investigated in parallel of our work [5] , [9] . Yet our study further investigates and quantifies how much using a spatial filtering step enhances the prediction performance.
This paper is organized as follows. First we introduce our end-to-end deep learning approach to perform temporal sleep stage classification using multivariate time series coming from multiple modalities (EEG, EOG, EMG). We furthermore detail how the temporal context of each segment of data can be exploited by our model. Then, we benchmark our approach on publicly available data and compare it to state-of-theart sleep stage classification methods. Finally, we explore the dependencies of our approach regarding the spatial context, the temporal context and the amount of training data at hand. Notation: We denote by X ∈ R C×T a segment of multivariate time series with its label y ∈ Y which maps to the set {W, N1, N2, N3, R E M}. Here, X corresponds to a sample lasting 30 seconds and Y = y ∈ R 5 + : 5 i=1 y i = 1 corresponds to the probability simplex. Precisely, each label is encoded as a vector of R 5 with 4 coefficients equal to 0 and a single coefficient equal to 1 which indicates the sleep stage. Here C refers to the number of channels and T to the number of time steps. S k t = {X t −k , . . . , X t , . . . , X t +k } stands for an ordered sequence of 2k + 1 neighboring segments of signal. X k = (R C×T ) 2k+1 is the space of 2k + 1 neighboring segments of signal. Finally, stands for the categorical cross entropy loss function. Given a true label y ∈ Y and a predicted label p ∈ Y it is defined as: (y, p) = − 5 i=1 y i log p i .
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
In this section, we present a deep learning architecture to perform temporal sleep stage classification from multivariate and multimodal time series. We first define formally the classification problem addressed here. Then we present the network architecture used to predict without temporal context (k = 0). Then we describe the time distributed multivariate network proposed to perform temporal sleep stage classification (k > 0). Finally, we present and discuss the alternative state-of-the-art methods used for comparison in our experiments.
A. Machine Learning Problem
In this paragraph, we formalize in mathematical terms the temporal classification task considered here. Let k be a nonnegative integer. Let f : X k −→ Y stand for a predictive model that belongs to a parametric set denoted F . Here f takes as input an ordered sequence of 2k+1 neighboring segments of signal, and outputs a probability vector p ∈ Y. For simplicity the parameters of the network are not written. The machine learning problem tackled then reads:
(1) 
Network general architecture: the network processes C EEG/EOG channels and C EMG channels through separate pipelines. For each modalitity, it performs spatial filtering and applies convolutions, non linear operations and max pooling (MP) over the time axis. The outputs of the different pipelines are finally concatenated to feed a softmax classifier.
Equation (1) implies that the parameters of the neural network f are optimized by minimizing the expected value of the categorical cross entropy between the output of this network f (x) and the true label y.
Whenever k > 0 the neural network has access to the temporal context of the segment of signal to classify, it is the temporal sleep stage classification problem, and when k = 0 the problem boils down to the standard formulation of sleep stage classification.
B. Multivariate Network Architecture
The deep network architecture we propose to perform sleep stage classification from multivariate time series without temporal context (k = 0) has three key features: linear spatial filtering to estimate so called virtual channels, convolutive layers to capture spectral features and separate pipelines for EEG/EOG and EMG respectively. This network constitutes a general feature extractor we denote by Z :
where D is the size of the estimated feature space. Our network can handle various number of input channels and several modalities at the same time. The general architecture is represented in Fig. 1 .
We now detail the different blocks of the network, which are summarized in Tab. I. The first layer of the network is a time-independent linear operation that outputs a set of virtual channels, each obtained by linear combination of the original input channels. It implements a spatial filtering driven by the classification task to perform [25] - [30] . In our experiments, the number of virtual channels was set to the number of input channels making the first layer a multiplication with a square matrix. This square matrix plays the same role as the unmixing matrix estimated by ICA algorithms. This step will be further discussed in the discussion. Note that this first layer based on spatial filters can be implemented with a 2D valid convolution with kernels of shape (C, 1), see layer 3 in Tab. I.
Following this linear operation, the dimensions are permuted, see layer 4 in Tab. I. Then two blocks of temporal convolution followed by non-linearity and max pooling are consecutively applied. The parameters have been set for signals sampled at 128 Hz. In this case the number of time steps is T = 128 × 30 = 3840. Each block first convolves its input signal with 8 estimated kernels of length 64 with stride 1 (∼ 0.5 s of record) before applying a rectified linear unit, a.k.a. ReLU non-linearity x → max(x, 0) [31] . The outputs are then reduced along the time axis with a max pooling layer (size of 16 without overlap). The output of the two convolution blocks is finally passed through a dropout layer [32] which randomly prevents updates of 25% of its output neurons at each gradient step.
As represented in Fig. 1 , we process jointly the EEG and EOG time series since these modalities are comparable in magnitudes and both measure similar signals, namely electric potential up to a few hundreds of microvolts on the surface of the scalp. The same idea is used by EEG practitioners when the EOG channels are kept in the ICA decomposition to better reject EOG artifacts [33] . The EMG time series which have different statistical and spectral properties are processed in a parallel pipeline.
The resulting outputs are then concatenated to form the feature space of dimension D before being fed into a final layer with 5 neurons and a softmax non-linearity to obtain a probability vector which sums to one. This final layer is referred to as a softmax classifier [34] . Let a ∈ R 5 be the Fig. 2 . Time distributed architecture to process a sequence of inputs S k t = X t−k , . . . , X t , . . . , X t+k with k = ½. X k stands for the multivariate input data over ¿¼ s that is fed into the feature extractor Z. Features are extracted from consecutive ¿¼ s samples: X t−k , . . . , X t , . . . , X t+k . Then the obtained features are aggregated z t−k , . . . , z t , . . . , z t+k . The resulting aggregation of features is finally fed into a classifier to predict the label y t associated to the sample X t .
pre-activation of the last layer. The output of the network is a vector p ∈ Y. p is obtained as:
C. Time Distributed Multivariate Network
In this paragraph, we describe the Time Distributed Multivariate Network we propose to perform temporal sleep stage classification (k > 0). It builds on the Multivariate Network Architecture presented previously and distributes it in time to take into account the temporal context. Indeed a sample of class N2 is very likely to be close to another N2 sample, but also to an N1 or an N3 sample [2] .
To take into account the statistical properties of the signals before and after the sample of interest, we propose to aggregate the different features extracted by Z on a number of time segments preceding or following the sample of interest. More formally, let S k t = {X t −k , . . . , X t , . . . , X t +k } ∈ X k be a sequence of 2k + 1 neighboring samples (k samples in the past and k samples in the future). Distributing in time the features extractor consists in applying Z to each sample in S k t and aggregating the 2k + 1 outputs forming a vector of size D(2k + 1). Then, the obtained vector is fed into the final softmax classifier. This is summarized in Fig. 2 .
D. Training
The minimization in (1) is done with an online procedure based on stochastic gradient descent using mini batches of data. Yet, to be able to learn to discriminate under-represented classes (typically W and N1 stages), and since we are interested in optimizing the balanced accuracy, we propose to balance the distribution of each class in minibatches of size 128. As we have 5 classes it means that during training, each batch has about 20% of samples of each class. The Adam optimizer [35] is used for optimization with the following parameters α = 0.001 (learning rate), β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 and = 10 −8 .
An early stopping callback on the validation loss with patience of 5 epochs was used to stop the training process when no improvements were detected. Weights were initialized with a normal distribution with mean μ = 0, and standard deviation σ = 0.1. Those values were obtained empirically by monitoring the loss during training. The implementation was written in Keras [36] with a Tensorflow backend [37] .
The training of the time distributed network was done in two steps. First, we trained the multivariate network, especially its feature extractor part Z t without temporal context (k = 0). The trained model was then used to set the weights of the feature extractor distributed in time. Second, we freezed the weights of the feature extractor distributed in time and we trained the final softmax classifier with aggregated features.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first introduce the dataset and the preprocessing steps used. Then, we present the different features extractors of the literature which we use in our benchmark. We then present the experiments which aim at (i) establishing a general benchmark of our feature extractor against stateof-the art approaches in univariate (single derivation) and bivariate (2 channels) contexts, (ii) studying the influence of the spatial context, (iii) evaluating the gain obtained by using the temporal context and (iv) evaluating the impact of the quantity of training data.
A. Data and Preprocessing Steps
Data used in our experiments is the publicly available MASS dataset -session 3 [17] . It corresponds to 62 night records, each one coming from a different subject. Because of preprocessing issues we removed the record 01-03-0034. Each record contains data from 20 EEG channels which were referenced with respect to the A2 electrode. We did not modify the referencing scheme, hence removed the A2 electrode from our study. Each record also includes signals from 2 EOG (horizontal left and right) and 3 EMG channels (chin channels) that we considered as additional modalities.
The time series from all the available sensors were first low-pass filtered with a 30 Hz cutoff frequency. Then they were downsampled to a sampling rate of 128 Hz. The downsampling step speeds up the computations for the neural networks, while keeping the information up to 64 Hz (Nyquist frequency). Downsampling and low / band pass filtering are commonly used preprocessing steps [5] , [16] . The data extraction and the filtering steps were performed with the MNE software [38] . The filter employed was a zero-phase finite impulse response (FIR) filter with transition bandwidth of approximately 7 Hz. Sleep stages were marked according to the AASM rules by a single sleep expert per record [2] , [17] . When investigating the use of temporal context by feeding the predictors with sequences of consecutive samples S k , we used zero padding to complete the samples at the beginning and at the end of the night. This enables to feed the models with all the samples of a night record while keeping fixed the dimension of the input batches.
The time series fed into the different neural networks were additionnaly standardized. Indeed, for each channel, every 30 s sample is standardized individually such that it has zero mean and unit variance. For the specific task of sleep stage classification this is particularly relevant since records are carried out over nearly 8 hours. During such a long period the recording conditions vary such as skin humidity, body temperature, body movements or even worse electrode contact loss. Giving to each 30 s time series the same first and second order moments enables to cope with this likely covariate shift that may occur during a night record. This operation only rescales the frequency powers in every frequency band, without altering their relative amplitudes where the discriminant information for the considered sleep stage classification task lies (see Parseval's theorem). Note that this preprocessing step can be done online before feeding the network with a batch of data.
Cross-validation was used to have an unbiased estimate of the performance of our model on unseen records. To reduce variance in the reported scores, the data were randomly split 5 times between train, validation and testing set. The splits were performed with respect to records in order to guarantee that a record used in the training set was never used in the validation or the testing set. For each split, 41 records were included in the training set, 10 records in the validation set and 10 records in the testing set.
B. Related Work and Compared Approaches
We now introduce the three state-of-the-art approaches that we used for comparison with our approach: a gradient boosting classifier [39] trained on hand-crafted features and two convolutional networks trained on raw univariate time series following the approach of [11] and [12] .
1) Features Based Approach: The Gradient Boosting model was learnt on hand-crafted features: time domain features and frequency domain features computed for each input sensor as described in [16] . More precisely, we extracted from each channel the power and relative power in 5 bands: δ (0.5 − 4.5 Hz), θ (4.5 − 8.5 Hz), α (8.5 − 11.5 Hz), σ (11.5 − 15.5 Hz), β (15.5 − 30 Hz), giving both 5 features. We furthermore extracted power ratios between these bands (which amount for 5 × 4/2 = 10 supplementary features) and spectral entropy features as well as statistics such as mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, 75% quantile. This gives in the end a set of 26 features per channel.
The implementation used is from the XGBoost package [40] , which internally employs decisions trees. This model is known for its high predictive performance, robustness to outliers, robustness to unbalanced classes and parallel search of the best split. Training was performed by minimizing also the categorical cross entropy. The training set was balanced using under sampling. The maximum number of trees in the model was set to 1000. An early stopping callback on the validation categorical cross entropy with patience equal to 10 was used to stop the training when no improvement was observed. Training never led to more than 1000 trees in a model.
The model has several hyper-parameters that need to be tuned to improve classification performances and cope with unbalanced classes. To find the best hyper-parameters for each experiment, we performed random searches with the hyperopt Python package [41] . Concretely, we considered only the data from the training and validation subjects at hand. For each set of hyper-parameters, we trained and evaluated the classifier on data from 5 different splits of training and evaluation subjects (80% for training 20% for evaluation). The search was done with 50 sets of hyper-parameters and the set which achieved the best balanced accuracy averaged on the 5 splits was selected. The following parameters were tuned: learning rate in interval 10 −4 , 10 −1 , the minimum weight of a child tree in set {1, 2, . . . , 10}, the maximum depth of trees in {1, 2, . . . , 10}, the regularization parameter in [0, 1], the subsampling parameter in [0.5, 1], the sampling level of columns by tree in [0.5, 1].
2) Convolutional Networks on Raw Univariate Time Series:
We reimplemented and benchmarked 2 end-to-end deep learning approaches. We detail each of them in the following paragraphs and explain how we used these methods. a) The approach by Tsinalis et al. [11] is a deep convolution network that processes univariate time series (a single EEG signal). It was reimplemented according to the paper details. The approach originally takes into account the temporal context, by feeding the network with 150 s of signals, i.e. the sample to classify plus the 2 previous and 2 following samples. When used without temporal context in the experiments, the network is fed with 30 s samples.
Training was performed by minimizing the categorical cross entropy, and a similar balanced sampling strategy with Adam optimizer was used. An additional 2 regularization set to 0.01 was applied onto the convolution filters [11] . The code was written in Keras [36] with a Tensorflow backend [37] . The approach by Supratak et al. [12] is also an end-to-end deep convolutional network which contains two blocks: a feature extractor that processes the frequency content of the signal and a recurrent neural network that processes a sequence of consecutive 30 s samples of signal. The feature extractor processes low frequency information and high frequency information into two distinct convolutional sub-neural networks before merging the feature representations. The resulting tensor is then fed into a softmax classifier. This block is trained with balanced sampling. Then the feature extractor is linked to a recurrent neural network composed of 2 bi-LSTM layers. The whole architecture is fed with sequences of 25 consecutive 30 s samples from the same record.
The first block was used for comparison in our experiment. Its training was performed by minimizing the categorical crossentropy, and a balanced sampling strategy with Adam optimizer was used. The code was written in Keras [36] with a Tensorflow backend [37] .
C. Experiment 1: Comparison of Feature Extractors on the Fz/Cz Channels
In this experiment, we perform a general benchmark of our feature extractor against hand-crafted features classified with Gradient Boosting, and the two network architectures just described [11] , [12] . The purpose of this experiment is to benchmark different feature representations on a similar spatial context, Fz-Cz, without using the temporal context, and to emphasize the benefits of processing multivariate time series instead of a pre-computed derivation.
Only time series coming from the channels Fz and Cz are considered here. First, the four predictive models were fed with the time series or the features from the derivation Fz-Cz that was computed manually. Second, our approach was fed with the time series from the derivations Fz-A2 and Cz-A2, i.e., the original time series of the dataset with pre-computed references. This version of our approach is referred to as Proposed approach -multivariate. No temporal context was used for this experiment (k = 0).
Finally, the experiment was carried out using balanced sampling at training time. For Gradient Boosting, an under sampling strategy was used to balance the training and the validation sets.
The performance of the different algorithms is evaluated with general classification metrics: Accuracy, Balanced Accuracy, Cohen Kappa, F1 score. Furthermore, run time metrics were computed such as: the number of parameters, the total training time, the training time per pass over the train set (called epoch), the prediction time per record (nearly 1k samples). These metrics are reported in Fig. 3 . Finally per class metrics were used: F1, Precision, Sensitivity, Specificity along with confusion matrices (C.M.). The C.M. were obtained by (i) normalizing the C.M. evaluated per testing subject such that its rows sum up to 1, (ii) computing the average C.M. over all testing subjects. These metrics are reported in Fig. 4 .
It can be observed in Fig. 3 that our feature extractor reaches classification performance comparable to that obtained by Supratak et al. 2017 and higher than those from and Gradient Boosting on the Fz-Cz derivation. It also uses a very low number of parameters and a low training and prediction run time compared to the other deep learning approaches.
Furthermore, the proposed feature extractor trained on the Fz-A2, Cz-A2 channels, i.e. that is fed with multivariate time series, significantly outperforms its univariate counterpart and the other feature extractors which receive univariate time series. Processing two channels instead of a single induces a limited increase in number of parameters, training and prediction run time.
Besides, in Fig. 4 , the univariate proposed method, trained on Fz-Cz, yields equal or higher diagonal coefficients in its confusion matrix than the other feature extractors for sleep stages W, N1, N3. Supratak et al. 2017 outperforms the different univariate approaches on N1 and N3.
Moreover, the multivariate proposed approach yields higher diagonal coefficients in its confusion matrix than its univariate counterpart and the other feature extractor, except for N1 where Supratak et al. 2017 exhibits the highest classification accuracy. The analysis of the other per-class metrics agree with these facts.
D. Experiment 2: More Sensors Increase Performance
In this experiment, we investigated the influence of the multivariate spatial context on the performance of our approach. We considered 7 different configurations of EEG sensors which varied both in the number of recording sensors from 2 to 20 as well as in their positions over the head. We report the classification results for each configuration in Fig. 5 .
One observes that both Gradient Boosting and our approach benefit from the increased number of EEG sensors. However, the B. Acc. obtained with our approach does not improve once we have 6 well distributed channels. This is certainly due to the redundancy of the EEG channels, yet more channels could make on some data the model more robust to the presence of bad sensors. First, this demonstrates that it is worth adding more EEG sensors, but up to a certain point. Second, it shows that our approach exploits well the multivariate nature of signals to improve classification performances. Third, it shows that the channel agnostic features extractor, i.e. the use of the spatial projection and the features extractor is a good option to fully exploit the spatial distribution of the sensors.
Restricting the number of EEG channels to 6 and 20, we further investigated the influence of additionnal modalities (EOG, EMG). Classification results are provided in Fig. 6 .
Considering additional modalities also increases the classification performances of the considered classifiers. It gives them a significative boost of performance, especially when the EMG modality is considered. This means that both approaches successfully integrate the new features with the previous ones. This suggests that our feature extractor was sufficiently data agnostic and versatile to handle both modalities. Finally, it again stresses the importance of considering the spatial context, here the additionnal modalities, to improve classification performances.
Interestingly, the boost of performance is more important in the 6 channel setting rather than in the 20 channel setting. We further observe that both EEG configuration with EOG and EMG modalities reach the same performances. Thus, the use of additional modalities compensate the use of a larger spatial context in this situation. Practically speaking, to obtain the highest performances at a reduced computational cost, one shall consider few well located EEG sensors with additional modalities.
E. Experiment 3: Temporal Context Boosts Performance
In this experiment, we investigate the influence of the temporal context on the classification performances and demonstrate that considering the data from the neighboring samples increases classification performances especially if the spatial context is limited. We also report what is the impact of temporal context on confusion matrices, and also on the matrices of transition probabilities between sleep stages. The coefficient P i j of the transition matrix P ∈ R 5 is equal to the probability of going from a sleep stage i to a sleep stage j .
We considered the spatial configurations with 2 frontal EEG channels, 6 EEG channels, and 6 EEG channels plus 2 EOG and 3 EMG channels. We varied the size of the temporal input sequence S k from k = 0, i.e. without temporal context, up to k = 5. The classification results are reported in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 . Influence of temporal context: considering the close temporal context induces a boost in performance especially when the spatial context is limited. From left to right: spatial configuration with 2 frontal EEG channels, 6 EEG channels, 6 EEG channels plus 2 EOG and 3 EMG channels.
We furthermore evaluated the spatial configuration with only 2 frontal EEG channels for which we report the average confusion matrices as well as the average transition matrices of the predicted hypnograms. We additionally included the transition matrix of the true hypnogram according to the labels given by the sleep expert. The matrices are presented in Fig 8. We observe in Fig. 7 that considering the close temporal context induces a boost in classification performances whereas considering a too large temporal context induces a decrease in performance. The gain strongly depends on the spatial context taken into account. Indeed, our model trained on 2 frontal channels with −30/ + 30 s of context achieves similar performances than with the 6 EEG channel montage without temporal context. On the other hand, when considering an extended spatial context, the gain due to the temporal context turns out to be limited, as the performances of our approach or Gradient Boosting with the 6 EEG channels + 2 EOG and 3 EMG channels suggest.
The finer analysis operated on the confusion matrices and transition matrices indicates a trade-off when integrating some temporal context: integrating the close temporal context brings benefits in the detection of some sleep stages specifically (N1, N2, REM) but a too large temporal context has a negative effect on the detection of W and N3 as emphasized by Fig. 8 .
Besides, the transition matrices of predictions compared to the true transition matrix in Fig. 8 indicate that processing a larger temporal context smooths the hypnogram. This corresponds to an increase of the diagonal coefficient in the transition matrices. As a consequence, the transition probabilities from stages W, N1, N2 and REM are improved but on the other hand, the transition probabilities from N3 (especially from N3 to N3) are negatively impacted.
F. Experiment 4: More Training Data Boost Performance
In this experiment, we investigated the influence of the quantity of data on the classification performances of our approach. To do this we considered the spatial configurations with 2 frontal EEG channels, 6 EEG channels, and 6 EEG channels plus 2 EOG and 3 EMG channels. Concretely, we varied the number of training records n in {3, 12, 22, 31, 41}. We considered the same number of records for validation and testing as previously, i.e. 10. We furthermore carried out the experiments over 5 random splits of training, validation and testing subjects. The classification results are reported in Fig. 9 .
Every algorithm with any spatial context exhibits an increase in performance when there is more training data. Gradient Boosting is more resilient than the proposed approach to the little data situation especially with a large spatial context. On the other hand, our deep learning model exhibits stronger increase in performance as a function of the quantity of data.
Furthermore, it appears that having few training records but an extended spatial context delivers as good performances as with many training records and few channels. Said differently, a rich spatial context can compensate for the scarcity of training data. Indeed, the input configuration with 6 EEG channels plus 2 EOG and 3 EMG channels with only 12 training subjects (right sub-figure) reaches the same performance as the 2 EEG channels input configuration (left sub-figure) with 41 training subjects.
G. Experiment 5: Opening the Model Box
In this experiment, we aimed at understanding what the deep neural network learns. More precisely, we want to understand how the predictor relates a specific frequency content to the different sleep stages. We did so by occluding almost the whole frequency content, except a specific frequency band and monitoring the classification performances of the network while predicting on the filtered data. Such an operation, referred to as occlusion sensitivity has been successfully used to better understand how deep neural networks classify images [42] . We occluded almost the whole frequency domain and just kept a specific frequency band: either δ (0.5 − 4.5 Hz), θ (4.5 − 8.5 Hz), α (8.5 − 11.5 Hz), σ (11.5 − 15.5 Hz) or β (15.5 − 30 Hz). Each time, we took the neural network trained on the original signal, and made it predict on signals obtained after applying a band-pass filter with cutoff frequencies given by the considered frequency band. This means that for any filtered sample, the frequency content outside this frequency band was removed. We compared the predictions on the filtered signals with the original labels. The confusion matrices associated to the different band-pass filters are reported in Fig. 10 .
Using the network on filtered signals enables to reveal the relationship between a specific frequency content and the sleep stages predicted by the network. Indeed, when only the delta band is kept, the network assigns N2 or N3 to all the samples. This implies that the network associates a low frequency content to N2 and N3 stages where there are actually low frequency events such as slow oscillations or K-complex.
Similarly, we observe that when the network predicts on signals where only the alpha band is kept, the network predicts mostly W. This is in agreement with the rules human scorers follow. A similar approach could be performed with much finer frequency bands.
Thus, despite the black-box nature of the proposed approach, this occluding procedure allows to open the box and to reveal interesting insights about how the model relates a particular frequency content to the different sleep stages.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the architecture characteristics of our approach and put them in perspective with state-ofthe art methods. We furthermore discuss the use of temporal context to take into account transitions between sleep stage and discuss its use for applications. Finally, we discuss points about the training of the proposed architecture and how this one can meet a specific need.
A. Spatial Filtering
The proposed architecture was designed to handle a multivariate input thanks to a spatial filtering step. This step is motivated by the fact that a linear combination of the input channels should enhance the information useful for the task, and so even more if the spatial filters are optimized via back propagation on the training data. Motivated by simplicity, we chose the number of virtual channels equal to the number of input channels. Yet, this constitutes a degree of freedom one may play with to increase the performances of the network as was explored in [26] .
As a comparison, Biswal et al. [9] average the input time series to obtain a single one which is then fed into a 1D convolutional network. This can be seen as a particular case of our spatial filtering step where the number of virtual channels is equal to 1 and where the unique spatial filter coefficients are fixed to 1/C, with C the number of input channels. On the contrary, Stephansen et al. [5] proposed an approach that also takes as input a multivariate time series but does not perform a particular spatial processing.
B. Feature Extractor Architecture
The proposed feature extractor exhibits a simple and versatile 2 layer architecture. Considering fewer or more layers was explored but did not deliver any extra gain in performance. We furthermore opted to perform spatial and temporal convolutions strictly separately. By doing so we replaced possible 2D expensive convolutions by a 1D spatial convolution and a 1D temporal convolution. Such a low rank spatio-temporal convolution strategy turned out to be successful in our experiments.
Regarding the dimensions of the convolution filters and pooling regions, our approach was motivated by the ability of neural networks to learn a hierarchical representation of input data, extracting low level and small scale patterns in the shallow layers and more complex and large scale patterns in the deep layers. Our strategy is quite different from [11] and [12] which use large temporal convolution filters. Despite the use of smaller filters, Fig. 3 and Fig. 10 demonstrate that our architecture is able to discriminate stages with low frequency content, such as N3, from stages with higher frequency content such as N2 due to the presence of spindles, or even from W and N1 with the presence of α (8 − 12Hz) bursts. Besides, our proposed architecture turns out to be data agnostic and handles well both EEG, EOG and EMG signals as shown by the results of experiment 2, see Fig. 5 and Fig 6. Yet it is to be noticed, that recent approaches use even smaller convolution filters, of size 2, 3, 5, or 7 [5] , [9] , [13] . On the contrary they also use a larger number of features maps from 64 up to 512 [5] , [13] . The use of small filters in combination with a larger number of features maps is worth investigating and quantifying and might result in more signal agnostic neural networks.
C. Number of Parameters
The complexity of the proposed network and its number of parameters are quite small thanks to specific architecture choices. The overall network does not exhibit more than ∼ 10 4 parameters when considering an extended spatial context, and not more than ∼ 10 5 parameters when considering both an extended spatial context and an extended temporal context. This is quite simple and compact compared to the recent approaches in [11] which has up to ∼ 14.10 7 parameters and [12] which exhibits ∼ 6.10 5 parameters for the feature extractor and 2.10 7 parameters for the sequence learning part using BiLSTM. This significant difference with [11] is mainly due to our choice of using small convolution filters (64 time steps after low pass filtering and downsampling), large pooling regions (pooling over 16 time steps) according to the 128 Hz sampling frequency and removing the penultimate fully connected layers before the final softmax classifier. Such a strategy has already been successul in computer vision [43] and EEG [30] .
D. Classification Metrics
The proposed approach yields equal (univariate) or higher (multivariate) classification metrics than the other benchmarked feature extractors while presenting a limited training run time per epoch or prediction time per night record (cf. Fig. 3 ). The analysis of per class metrics shows that the proposed approach might not reach the highest performance on every stages (cf. Fig. 4 ). Indeed, Supratak et al. 2017 outperforms on N1, and Gradient Boosting exhibits a similar accuracy in N3. However, the proposed approach performs globally well and appears to be quite robust in comparison to the other approaches.
The proposed approach is particularly good at detecting W (high sensitivity 0.85 and specificity close to 1). This characteristic might be particularly interesting for clinical applications where a diagnosis of fragmented sleep might rely on the detection of W.
In order to measure the relevance of our approach for different types of subjects, we monitored the balanced accuracy of a subject as a function of the sleep fragmentation index (total number of awakenings and sleep stage shifts divided by total sleep time) [44] . The results (not shown) did not exhibit a particular correlation between this measure of sleep quality and the classification performances. This indicates that the proposed approach could be used for clinical purposes with patients whose sleep exhibit abnormal structures.
Unfortunately, the different classification performances cannot be compared with inter-scorer agreement on this dataset since the night records have only been annotated by a single expert. Yet, a 0.80 agreement has been reported between scorers [6] . Furthermore, Stephansen et al. [5] monitored the classification accuracy of their model as a function of the consensus from 1 to 6 scorers. The reported curve was linearly increasing from 0.76 accuracy for 1 scorer up to 0.87 accuracy for a 6 scorer consensus. We shall reproduce such an experiment with the proposed approach in our future work.
E. Temporal Context and Transitions
Our architecture allows naturally to learn from the temporal context as it only relies on the aggregation of temporal features and a softmax classifier. Such a choice, enabled us to measure the influence of the close temporal context and better understand its impact. It differs from the approaches proposed by Tsinalis et al. [11] and Sors et al. [13] as our features extractor always receives 30 s of signals, and is therefore applied to a sequence of neighboring 30 s samples. On the contrary, Tsinalis et al. [11] and Sors et al. [13] extended the feature extractor input window to 150 s, respectively 120 s. In [12] , a temporal context of 25 neighboring 30 s samples is processed.
Our experiment on temporal context highlights a tradeoff when integrating some temporal context: integrating some temporal context brings benefits in the detection of some sleep stages specifically (N1, N2, REM) but a too large temporal context has a negative effect on the detection of W and N3 stages as emphasized by Fig. 8 . This naturally translates to the balanced accuracy scores which exhibit a significative increase for small temporal context and no increase, or even a decrease, for large temporal context (cf. Fig. 7 ). Looking at the transitions matrices, it appears that more temporal context smoothes the hypnograms which might be detrimental to the quality of the system. For these reasons, temporal context should be used, but its width must be cross-validated.
Besides, some subjects might exhibit abnormal sleep structures related to a sleep disorder [6] . There is thus a trade-off between boosting the classification performance by integrating as much context as possible and not over-fitting sleep transitions in order to not miss a sleep disorder related to a fragmented sleep. This is an additional argument in favor of cross-validating the temporal context width.
An extension of our approach, for example to capture complex stage transitions or long term dependencies would be to employ a recurrent network architecture. Along these lines recent approaches have proposed more complex strategies to integrate the temporal context with LSTM unit cells or Bi-LSTM unit cells [5] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [45] . Integrating our feature extractor with such recurrent networks remains to be done and should lead to further performance improvements. Figure 9 raises an important question: how much data is needed to establish a correct benchmark of predictive models for sleep stage classification? This is particularly interesting concerning the deep learning approaches. Indeed, the Gradient Boosting handles quite well the small data situation and does not exhibit a huge increase in performances with the increase of the number of training records. On the contrary our approach delivers particularly good performances if enough training data are available. Extrapolation of the learning curves (performance as a function of the number of training records) in Fig. 9 suggests that one could expect better performances if more data were accessible. This forces us to reconsider the way we compare predictive models when training dataset sizes differ between experiments since the quantity of training data plays the role of a hyper-parameter for some algorithms like ours. Some algorithms become indeed better when more data are available (see for example [46, Fig. 1] ).
F. Influence of Dataset

G. Choice of Sampling and Metrics
Our approach was particularly motivated by the accurate detection of any sleep stage independently to its proportion. To achieve this goal, all approaches have been trained using balanced sampling and evaluated with balanced metrics (except for experiment 1 where more metrics have been used). We observed that the choice of sampling strategies employed during online learning impacts the evaluation metrics and conversely the choice of metrics should motivate the choice of sampling strategies. Indeed, balanced sampling should be used to optimize the balanced accuracy of the model. On the other hand, random sampling should be used to boost the accuracy. The use of balanced sampling has been reportedly used or commented in [11] - [13] .
Nonetheless, for a specific clinical application, one may decide that errors on a minor stage, such as N1, are not so dramatic and hence prefer to train the network with random batches of data. On the contrary, one might want to discriminate as accurately as possible N1 stages from W or R E M and therefore one should use balanced sampling, or over sampling of N1.
Sampling strategy and evaluation metrics is a degree of freedom one can play with to adapt the network for his own experimental or clinical purposes.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study we introduced a deep neural network to perform temporal sleep stage classification from multimodal and multivariate time series. The model pools information from different sensors thanks to a linear spatial filtering operation and builds a hierarchical features representation of PSG data thanks to temporal convolutions. It additionally pools information from different modalities processed with separate pipelines.
The proposed approach in this paper exhibits strong classification performances compared to the state-of-the-art with a little run time and computational cost. This makes the approach a potential good candidate for being used in a portable device and performing online sleep stage classification.
Our approach enables to quantify the use of multiple EEG channels and additional modalities such as EOG and EMG. Interestingly, it appears that a limited number of EEG channels (6 EEG: F3, F4, C3, C4, O1, O2) gives performances similar to 20 EEG channels. Furthermore, using EMG channels boosts the model performances.
The use of temporal context is analyzed and quantified and appears to give significant increase in performance when the spatial context is limited. It is to be noticed that the temporal context as explored in this paper might not be directly suitable for online prediction, but it is easily usable for offline prediction.
